Dear Josh,

The work on the effect on Y-129 (—my other histidin): no significant difference in two of serums in serum of absence of S. cattle. The serum was played with variations, I think that either the transforming gene was inadequate (for which we have no yet any test) or the deficiency will not be transformed to advisable yet as a set. I have played with a few roughs and they could not transform, transformable it must be something of a rarity. This would seem to cast some serious suspicion upon the significance of experiments with the O.S. supposedly normal population.

Re: hemolysis; needed 125 x. equal cell case (100x) at least of one 125 x. now show slight but almost inexplicable difference in form of O. What time have I can control to say. Will write for S in.

Cord. Regards,

Carl. Blohm